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notes to contributors

Th e Journal of Policy History provides an interdisciplinary forum for scholars concerned with the applica-

tion of historical perspectives to public policy studies. Th e journal aims to encourage research into the 

formation and development of public policy while encouraging the application of diverse methods and 

theories to public policy and their politics within a historical perspective. In addition to social scientists 

and historians, the journal seeks to inform policy makers through a historical approach to public policy.

Th e Journal of Policy History is intended to give voice to scholars interested in understanding public 

policies and their development through historical inquiry and interpretation. Th e journal publishes his-

torical studies of specifi c policy areas and policy institutions, and explores continuities and shift s in policy 

over time. Th e journal encourages interdisciplinary research into the origins and development of public 

policy in the United States and other countries. Comparative historical approaches to the development of 

public policies are also welcomed.

Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced with end notes following the text and generally 

should not exceed 8,000 words. Please follow the Chicago Manual of Style for citation format. Manuscripts will 

be reviewed anonymously, and authors’ names, including positions, addresses, and phone numbers, should 

appear only on the title page. Your submission should include the following: Title page, a copy of the man-

uscript, an abstract not exceeding 150 words, and a biographical statement not exceeding 50 words. Submit 

contribution online at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jpolhist. Log in and follow directions given on the 

site. Send correspondence to the Managing Editor, Journal of Policy History, Arizona State University, 975 S. 

Myrtle Avenue, PO Box 874302, Tempe, AZ 85287-4302. Visit the journal online at http://jph.asu.edu and 

www.journals.cambridge.org/jph or email the journal at jpolhist@asu.edu.
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